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Summary

▸ Advanced Manufacturing Innovation Centre

▸ Structure and Research to Innovation Model

▸ Industry Focus and NI Strengths

▸ Collaboration and National Perspectives



• The Belfast Region City Deal (BRCD) provides 
a substantial financial commitment from the 
UK Government, NI Executive and BRCD 
partners, which will be further supplemented 
by private sector investment

• Represents a £1billion investment in key 
sectors of our economy

• The Deal will be delivered over the next 10 -
15 years and is an exciting, once in a 
generation opportunity to accelerate 
economic growth for the region in an 
inclusive and sustainable way.

BRCD PROGRAMME OVERVIEW



Advanced Manufacturing 
Innovation Centre (AMIC)
ü One of five Belfast Region City Deal Innovation

projects,AMIC is a strategic partnership between the 
private sector, government and universities

ü Dual, Regional and National mission

ü Building on strong technology legacy and 
heritage (2 Strength in Places Fund awards, 53 
years of manufacturing innovation)

ü Collaborative ethos and industry focused

ü Significant scale of new investment (£98 million) 
providing national scale capability and capacity

ü Key objective is for AMIC to become a beacon of 
manufacturing innovation excellence and help 
attract investment and talent to secure Northern 
Ireland's manufacturing future



Why is AMIC Important?
• Advanced Manufacturing in NI (pre-Covid-19): 

30.3% of employment 
56.4% of export sales

• Mitigate Impact of Covid-19 and Grow our GDP

• NI’s R&D:GDP lower than UK average

• NI’s Productivity              lower than UK average

• City Deals and Growth Deals are the only ‘new money’ 
in NI – we cannot fail to deliver

• The ‘levelling up’ political agenda will reward places 
with partnership and focus



AMIC-FACTORY OF 
THE FUTURE

AMIC-CAMPUS

• University investment

• The ideas pipeline for industry

• Shapes training and 
early research

• Grow simultaneously 
with Factory of the Future

AMIC-NIACE

• Composites manufacturing and 
materials characterisation

• Partnership with Ulster Univ. 
and National Composites 
Centre

• Industry partners: Spirit, 
Artemis, Collins, Thales and 
SMEs

• Main facility of 10,500m2

with state-of-the-art equipment

• Prototyping, Verification & 
process de-risking for industry

• Digital, Automation, Photonics, 
Hydrogen

• Growing from 35 -> 65 industry 
facing staff

AMIC Structure



Research 
Pull Through 

AMIC Campus New Challenges to 
Solve via Research  

AMIC – Factory of the Future 

• AMIC Campus will focus on TRL 2-4, generating a strong pipeline of research ideas and outputs for the AMIC Innovation 
units (TRL 4-6); we will cover technology, science plus technology management, socio-economic aspects and sustainability

• Our ambition is to develop ‘best in class practice’ at the interface between our research and innovation units to allow both 
to grow in a synergistic manner

• Attract and retain the best talent in research, innovation and industry by creating a thriving innovation ecosystem

Research to Innovation Interface & Pipeline



• AMIC’s strategic aim is to work in 
partnership with manufacturing industry 
- individual companies (primes and 
SMEs), supply chains and trade 
associations – in order to co-design and 
develop advanced technology projects 
that satisfy industry’s innovation R&D 
needs, challenges and priorities

• AMIC FoF and AMIC NIACE will focus 
on TRL 4-6, on the industrialisation of 
innovative products and processes

AMIC IS FOCUSED ON 
INDUSTRY



Aerospace, Defence and Space sector with 130 
companies and £1.9bn turnover in NI

Materials Handling sector that represents 100+ 
companies with £1.7bn turnover, almost all exports

Polymers and Composites sector that 70+ companies 
(overlapping with ADS)

Transport (including Marine) sector that includes the 
£63.4m Belfast Maritime (Artemis) Strength in Places, and 
Wrightbus (£11.2m for new Hydrogen tech for buses)

Photonics sector (part of a £66m Strength in Places 
award) is a national niche USP, a Nano-Manufacturing 
Corridor is formed in NI

Advanced Construction with two major companies and 
strong SME base

Agritech, Food and Drink significant sector in NI, NITC 
has strong links with CAFRE

ACCESS TO MARKETS & SECTORS



AMIC TECHNOLOGY THEMES

AMIC will include technologies organised into 
seven themes:

1. Digital Manufacturing and Automation  
(including Industry 4.0 & Digital Twin) 

2. Polymer Processing
3. Composites Manufacturing (Artemis SIPF)
4. Hydrogen and Green Manufacturing  
5. Selected Manufacturing Processes    

(Metals, Additive Layers and Assembly)
6. Precision and Clean Room Specialist 

Processes – Photonics (Seagate SIPF)
7. High Value Design, Prototyping and 

Verification 



City Deals and Growth Deals, the ‘levelling up’ agenda, the new UK R&D Roadmap and the partnership MOUs 
we signed with Catapult Centres and other RTOs create a unique opportunity to get NI on the national map of 
advanced manufacturing capabilities, attracting funding, securing our prosperity and safeguarding our future.

Advanced Forming Research Centre  
- HVMC

Centre for Process 
Innovation - HVMC

Advanced Manufacturing 
Research Centre - HVMC

Warwick Manufacturing 
Group - HVMC

Manufacturing Technology 
Centre- HVMC

National Composites 
Centre- HVMC 

National Manufacturing Institute Scotland

Irish  Manufacturing 
Research

High Value Manufacturing 
Catapult (HVMC)

Advanced Manufacturing 
Innovation Centre - AMIC

CONFIRM

I-Form

National Physical 
Laboratory

Henry Royce Institute

AMIC will place NI in an Advanced R&D and 
Investment Network

Space Applications 
Catapult



Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H2 Jan – H1 Feb
Planning & 
ecosystem 

mapping with 
steering group

Feb – H1 
Mar

Delegate 
briefing

H2 Mar
Pre-work and 

interviews

12 – 13th Apr
2-day 

landscape & 
key theme 

development 
workshop

H2 Apr
Output 
review

4-5th May
Agri-Food 

2 day 
workshop

Jun
Circulation 

of draft  
PowerPoint 

report

Jul
Publication 

of final 
‘glossy’ 
report

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY ROADMAPPING
• Technology Roadmapping will help prioritise equipment and facility investments

• Independently facilitated, by Cambridge’s Institute for Manufacturing, with wider regional and national 
representation (such as Invest Northern Ireland and HVMC) to ensure we deliver a Roadmap for Advanced 
Manufacturing in Northern Ireland that is nationally referenced
• To integrate with a Composites Roadmap underway facilitated by NCC with NIACE and Universities engaged 

and an Agri-Food Roadmap facilitated by IfM.

• It will help to identify our regional capability and USP’s and how we complement and feed into the national 
capability landscape



AMIC Factory of the Future Refurb NIACE

AMIC CAPITAL DELIVERY PLANS



It is estimated that over its lifetime the Belfast 
Region City Deal will:
• support the creation of up to 20,000 jobs as part of the 

high growth ambitions for the region

• connect local people to the new and better jobs that 
are being created

• place the region at the top table of digital innovation 

• deliver £400million in GVA within the Belfast region

• target delivery of almost £1billion of private sector 
leverage in addition to the funding contributions 
already identified across the City Deal

• create compelling world class visitor attractions, that 
will attract visitors from across the globe

• help to regenerate major towns and cities across the 
region

BRCD IMPACT




